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The simplest extensions of the three generation minimal standard model which 
feature a Z' boson have an additional anomaly-free local U(l) symmetry gener
ated by one of the Li (i = 1,2,3) where L\ — Le — L M , Li = Le - LT and 
L3 = L^ - LT. Bounds on the Z[ mass and coupling constant are derived. This 
analysis indicates that Z[ 2 effects may be observable in current e.+e~ colliders. 
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Due to the absence of right-handed neutrinos, the three generation minimal stan
dard model (MSM) possesses the three global symmetries of family-lepton-number 
invariance: U(l)it, f/(l)i,„ and U(\)LT- There is also the global symmetry associated 
with baryon number conservation. 

A pertinent question to ask is whether any of these symmetries can be coupled to 
gauge fields without greatly altering the structure of the MSM. A necessary condition 
is that triangle anomlies cancel in order to ensure the renormalizability of the theory. 

It is a remarkable and not very well known fact that of the four symmetries referred 
to above the linear combinations 

L\ — Le — L M , 

L2 = Le- LT, (1) 

L3 = L^ — Lr. 

are anomaly-free with respect to SU(3) ® SU(2)L ® U(l)y in the three generation 
MSM. Also, L? (i = 1,2,3) anomalies are zero, though L^Lj (t ^ j) anomalies are 
non-zero.1 

This means that (7(1)L, or ^ ( l ) ^ or U{\)i3 can be gauged in the MSM, but no 
two can be gauged simultaneously. It is important to realize that this anomaly-
cancellation occurs without the need for any fermions beyond the three generation 
MSM. In particular, right-handed neutrinos are unnecessary. Also, despite the fact 
that U(\)Li is a generation-dependent symmetry, no family-lepton-number violating 
processes need be induced even after spontaneous symmetry breaking, and no con
straints at all are imposed on the fermion mass matrix. In this respect it is not a 
traditional horizontal symmetry. 

The major phenomenologicel consequence of gauging one of the 11(1)^ is a second 
neutral gauge boson Z[. Indeed, this model is the simplest possible non-trivial exten
sion of the MSM to feature a flavour-conserving Z' boson, because no new fermions 
at all are required in order to cancel anomalies. Our motivation here is quite different 
from studies of ^-inspired Z' bosons. We do not require the Z' to be the first hint 
of an under'ying grand unified theory. Rather, we seek the minimal modification to 
the MSM which admits a Z' boson. 

We now turn to experimental constraints on the three theories we have arrived at, 
defined by the three gauge groups (7, = SU{3) <g> SU(2)L ® U(l)y ® U(l)Li. 

First consider the case of unbroken U( 1 )L, , that is of long range Coulomb-like forces 
coupled to L\, Z/2 or L3. The constraints on the coupling constants g\ are 

g\a < 10- 2 4 , 
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9'3 < 10- 5 . (2) 

The first two constraints come from effects due to repulsive forces in matter, while 
the third comes from a Schwinger-like contribution to (g — 2) M . 

Of more interest for accelerator experiments is the broken symmetry case. U{\)i{ 

can most easily be broken by introducing a Higgs boson S which transforms like 
(1,1)(0, a) under (?,-. Note that S is neutral under the electroweak group, and has no 
tree-level coupling to fermions. Its L, cha rge a is a priori arbitrary, but non-zero. A 
non-zero vacuum expectation value for S breaks U{\)L-, thus giving Z\ a mass. Note 
that Z\ does not mix with the standard Z°, and the global family-lepton-number 
symmetries remain exact. 

The Z[ 2 coupling constant and mass are constrained by experimental results on 
e + e " —• n+fi~,r+T~ (cross-section relative to QED and forward-backward asymme
try) and ve~ —* ve~ scattering (i/ = 1^,^,1/^,1/,,). Data were taken from Ref.2 and a 
X 2 fit performed. 

The results for the gauged L\ = Le — LM model are as follows. The best fit values 
are 

g[ -> 0, m Z j -+ co, (3) 

while typical 90% C.L. bounds are 

rozj > 150GeVfor g[ ~ 0.\g2, 

mz>x > WGeVfor g[ ~ 0.03<72. (4) 

(g2 is the SU{2)i, coupling constant.) The best fit result indicates that agreement 
between theory and experiment cannot be improved by adopting gauged G\ rather 
than the MSM. Nevertheless the 90% C.L. bounds on the mass for quite reasonable 
values of g[ show that Z[ interactions may be observable at current e + e~ machines. 

The results for the gauged L2 = Le — LT model are rather different. The best fit 
values are 

g'2 ~ O.O402, Mv% ~ 60GeK (5) 

The inclusion of Z'2 exchange processes improves agreement between theory and ex
periment because many of the data points in the TRISTAN measurement of the 
e+e~ —* T+T~ cross-section are higher than the MSM prediction. The statistical sig
nificance of this result should not, however, be overstated. Hagiwara et al. 3 obtained 
a similar result in the context of an /^-inspired Z' boson model. Nevertheless, it is 
certainly very interesting that Z'2 physics may be important at currently accessible 
energies at e+e~ colliders. 

Finally, we note that Z'z parameters are bounded by data on (g — 2)M . We obtain 
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Mz. > I00g'3. (6) 

We now discuss the production and decay of Z[ 2 . There are four regions of interest: 
i) mz. > T.JZ, ii) rnz, ~ mz, ill) 63GeV < mz. < MGeV (the TRISTAN-LEP/SLC 
window) and iv) mz> < 63 GeV. 

Possibility i) is clearly allowed and we discuss it no further. The case of nearly 
degenerate Z° and Z' has not yet been fully analysed. 

Possibilities i ;i) and iv) would be allowed if the width of the Z' boson was small. 
Effects of a Z' in the TRISTAN-LEP/SLC window, or in the smaller windows between 
energy increments explored at TRISTAN, would then be unobservable unless the 
energy resolution of the collider was very good and the energy was tuned on to the 
resonance. The widths in fact turn out to be small. For the gauged L\ model a 
representative 90% C.L. bound is 

r ; < lO^GeVfor mZ[ ^ 75GeV. (7) 

The 90% C.L. bound for the gauged L2 model is 

T 2 < 0.2bGeVfor m z - ~ 75GeV, (8) 

while the best fit value is 

T2(besifit) ~ O.OlGeK (9) 

After production via e+e~ annihilation, real Z[ 2 bosons may be detected by their 
decays into p+p~ and T+T~ pairs respectively. A useful measure of how observable 
these processes would be is to compare the cross-sections with those for the corre
sponding processes involving a real standard Z°: 

_ cr(e+e~ —• real Z[ -» fi+n~) 
~~ cr(e+e~ —» real Z° —• / i + / i - ) ' 

R2 = a(e+e~ ~" T C a l Z'2 _ > T+T"^ (10) 
a(e+e~ -* real Z° —»r+T - ) ' 

We find Ri for the gauged L\ model to be less than 0.3 at 90% C.L., while the oest 
fit value for the gauged L2 model yields an R2 of 0.4. Thus the leptonic decays of a 
Z'2 are expected to be a little less than half as observable as the standard Z° leptonic 
decay, while the Z[ decays would be less observable. 

We conclude by saying that the MSM may harbour a surprise in the form of a Z\ 
boson, a possibility which seems "inherent" in the MSM. Furthermore, two of these 
particles imply interesting phenomenology at e + e~ colliders. In particular, Z'2 effects 
may well show up in e + e~ collisions below the Z° pole! 
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